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LETTER OF RECOMENDATION 

 
 
 
S.C. TOTALGAZ S.A., located in IASI City, 1-3, Rediu Street, with identification data: 

J22/3277/1994 and Fiscal Code R6658653, we hereby recommend the named company S.C. ROKURA 
S.R.L. – Bucharest, as a trusty partner, which supply high quality products, according deeply with 
imposed technical requirements.  
 

Our Company is specialized in design and construction of filtering – regulate - measurements 
systems of natural gas for distribution network as transport network. 

During the specific activities in this field, we are facing with well-known phenomena: 
CORROSION.  

The most wicked section touched by this phenomena it proved to be the two pipes section joint, 
either dismantling or non dismantling. 

We proceeded for  testing several solutions to prevent corrosion, with non satisfactory results. 
Finally, we tested a new product, Problem killer (PK) Heavy Duty. 
Being an oily product with a high density, was applied using a brush on the joint surfaces of the 

sections expecting to stop corrosion. 
 Analyzing the effect of PK leyer over the metallic surfaces, we noticed: 

PK  Heavy Duty made a protection layer film, isolating the metallic surface from the atmosphere.  
Being based on an oil molecule, PK Heavy Duty prevented also the gasket drying in the sealed area; 
Being an isolator with dielectric properties, up to 5,000 V, PK Heavy Duty prevent also the 
electrostatic charge of the metallic surfaces, suppressing practically the appearance of electrical 
micro-discharge which may ignite the gas. 
PK Heavy Duty did not react chemically or physically in the presence of methane   gas, proven to 
be very stable in time. 

 
 As a conclusion, using the product PK Heavy Duty, we resolve three important problems above, 
for the good and safety operating of the methane gas installations, recommending it to be used in 
similar conditions.  
 After a long term in service of the products supplied by S.C. Rokura S.R.L., we may declare 
that those products resolved important problems in the safe and proper function of the equipments for 
gas industry, produced by our company.  
 
 
 

Date:15th Nov.2006            S.C. TOTALGAZ S.A. 
             Eng. Coca Adrian 
          Commercial Manager 
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